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Private submission:

As a developer on cloud technologies for ecommerce projects, the amount of time I spend dealing with Apple’s
outdated technology on iOS is seriously at least 90% of my time out of all browsers.

The most important problem is the lack of third party browser engines. It is the actual gate keeping payments
locked on Apple. As a government regulator you should make changes to allowing App stores on iOS, but that
won’t fix anything, look at APP stores on Google, they’re a dime a dozen, but Chrome is still the only App
Store that is allowed, and without Google Apps, the Android operating system fails to work at all. That is by
design.

You must allow third party browsers & third party app stores, whilst also mandating that Apple must allow third
party developers to make their web browsers function how the developer intends, not how Apple mandates.
Within reason.

Chrome, Firefox & Brave all are up to date on PWA, allowing me as a developer to easily write code that will
function like an app, within any of their specific browsers.

The issue with Apple, is that ON PURPOSE Apple denies making changes to specific API’s that they claim are
for privacy, NFC, Payments, Notifications, how are these for privacy?

These are not for privacy, these are specific API’s that are suitable for financial transactions, notifications for
spend, spending & and the ability to actually spend. This is why Apple denies third party browsers for Apple.
As if Google or Firefox were allowed on the platform, and Apple was forced to have the iPhone be the same as
the Mac, than the ability to take a cut of every APP sale would be 0 instead of 30%.

Apple Macs are able to install any software deemed fit by a developer, still, these devices are considered secure
by Apple, but I install applications from multiple third parties every day as a developer, and my system has not
been infected or hacked, weird that.

The Apple browser jail should be banned, and the company fined for being so obvious about it.




